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Autistic motherhood

Three key themes emerged

• Maternal instinct

• Support systems

• Sensory strategies



1. Maternal Instinct
• Experienced strongly by our Autistic Advisors who are also 

mothers

• At times competed with sensory  sensitivities

• 86% of autistic mothers found parenting rewarding (Pohl et al., 
2020)

• Often judged on parenting skills and decisions (Gardner et 
al,.2016)

• Maternal not necessarily being cuddly, but doing what is best for 

baby; reaching out for help demonstrates being deeply maternal 



2. Support Systems

• Practical – housework, cooking, etc

• Looking after baby 

• Support and encouragement



3. Sensory Strategies
• Check sensory environment (birthing room and at home)

• Reduce other sensory inputs

• Sensory challenges – smells (who else can change the nappy?)

• Sensory challenges - sound (midwives speak quietly, use noise-

reducing ear plugs)

• Sensory challenges - touch (ask before touching, describing what 

the touch may feel like, only touch when medically necessary)
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Autistics for Autistics zoom groups







An enormously popular response
This simple, yet effective design has now been widely adopted in the region by organisations including:



Altogether Autism


